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Responsive Web Design with HTML5 and CSS3Packt Publishing, 2012

	If you think you need to create a "mobile" version of your website—think again! A responsive web design provides one design that looks great on smart phone, desktop, and everything in-between. It will effortlessly respond to the size of the user's screen, providing the best experience possible for both today's and...
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Getting Started in Speaking, Training, or Seminar ConsultingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	How to make a living speaking, training, and running workshops and seminars

	

	Expert Bob Bly shares his secrets for earning $1,000 to $5,000 a day, or more, as a self-employed speaker, lecturer, or trainer. He shows readers, step-by-step, everything they need to know to become polished speakers, create winning presentations,...
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Blog Design For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The average blogger does not typically have experience with design or coding, but that shouldn't deter them from having a professional-looking blog design. This friendly and easy-to-understand guide provides you with the tools you need to establish a creative, unique, and aesthetically memorable blog without having to learn how to code...
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WebEx Web Meetings For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Meet, train, sell, and support from anywhere!
Close deals faster, train employees,and provide remote support — all via the Web!     

What if you gave a meeting . . . and everybody came! Create your own dynamic online business center for sales, marketing, training, and support using WebEx's Web-based meeting applications. This fun...
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Professional Windows Phone 7 Application Development: Building Applications and Games Using Visual Studio, Silverlight, and XNAWrox Press, 2010

	A one-of-a-kind book on Windows Phone 7 development


	While numerous books cover both Silverlight and XNA, there lacks a resource that covers the specifics of Windows Phone 7 development. This book fills that void and shares the specifics of building phone applications and games. You’ll learn how to get started with...
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Maximum Apache Security (Maximum Security)Sams Publishing, 2002
The Maximum Security series, which debuted in 1997, has thus far enjoyed relative success. I use the term “relative success,” because security title sales have historically trickled, rather than gushed. For altering this and fostering a new market, Sams editors deserve kudos. Their insights have proven providential: Today, Maximum...
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eBay Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips and Tools, First EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Whether you're a newcomer or longtime user, eBay Hacks will teach you to become efficient as both a buyer and seller. You'll find a wide range of topics, from monitoring the bidding process, getting refunds, and fixing photos so that sale items look their best, to in-depth tips for running a business on eBay and...
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Handbook of Cosmetic Science and Technology, Second EditionINFRMA-HC, 2005


	Although cosmetics for the purpose of beautifying, perfuming, cleansing, or for

	rituals have existed since the origin of civilization, only in the 20th century great progress

	has been made in the diversification of products and functions and in the safety

	and protection of the consumer.





	Before 1938, cosmetics were...
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Hello App Inventor!: Android programming for kids and the rest of usManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Hello App Inventor! introduces creative young readers to the world of mobile programming—no experience required! Featuring more than 30 fun invent-it-yourself projects, this full-color, fun-to-read book starts with the building blocks you need to create a few practice apps. Then you'll...
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Web Dragons: Inside the Myths of Search Engine TechnologyMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
In the eye-blink that has elapsed since the turn of the millennium, the lives of those of us who work with information have been utterly transformed. Pretty well all we need to know is on the web; if not today, then tomorrow. Its where we learn and play, shop and do business, keep up with old friends and meet new ones. What makes it possible for us...
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The 12 Magic Slides: Insider Secrets for Raising Growth CapitalApress, 2013

	Author Paul Getty has seen thousands of brilliant founding CEOs present to angel investors, venture capitalists, and institutional investors. And he has seen thousands of them fail in their quest for the money they sincerely believed would lead to entrepreneurial success and riches for all. Again and again, he watched would-be tech titans...
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OpenX Ad Server: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	OpenX is the world's leading independent ad server and it provides you with the simple tools you need to make money from advertising. Although OpenX is a fast, robust ad serving solution to power all of your digital advertising, it can be challenging to get beyond the basics and build an advertising system that meets your needs...
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